Robertson discusses dining hall changes

**Editor's note:** Few things have as widespread an effect on the student body of a university as its food service. At Notre Dame, changes have occurred. With the discontinuation of the Student Food Service this year, several changes have occurred. Senior Food Service Director Robert Robertson discussed these changes with Observer senior staff reporter David Surfchse.

---

**Q&A Robert Robertson**

**Q:** Has this year seen any major changes in the food service?

**A:** This year has seen a lot of changes that we haven't already announced. Most have been pretty obvious, such as the increased serving hours, adding fifteen minutes to hot breakfast. We'll have a half hour early on Sunday evenings. We've made a few menu changes, adding an entire to the four-week cycle or changing an entire to the schedule. We've always done it over the years, so we haven't made any major changes in the menu.

**Q:** What were the reasons for discontinuing SAGA management?

**A:** The University made a decision to go back to managing a basic service in itself. They always did future. The reason we don't have it anymore is that discrimination against women, racial groups or religious groups.

**Q:** Does student feedback enter into menuing decisions, and if so, to what extent?

**A:** First of all, because of our experiences over a period of many years, we already know what students like. About two or three years ago, we did a detailed student preferences survey on campus. It didn't tell us anything we didn't know already. Our campus is a little different from other campuses because ours is pretty much a national campus. We draw our students from all over the country and from many foreign countries, and not just from neighboring towns. Our production managers are on the menu committee that builds the menu for Notre Dame. On a daily basis they keep track of the number of entrees produced, the number left over, and so on. With this information, we predict how often to serve individual entrees and the number of entrees to produce. We have a list of the more popular items, pizzas, for example, served many times.

**Q:** We've always heard that food quality is tied to hours. Can you comment on this?

**A:** We serve twice or three times in a four-week cycle, and we may increase that frequency in the future. The reason we don't have it every day is because we've done other things. (See Q&A, page 3)

---

Enforced retirement

The exploitation of emeriti

**By Jim Flanordon News Staff**

Each year for the past twenty years, about eight to nine professors at Notre Dame reach the age of 65, retire, and are given the title of "emeritus". Not only do many faculty members actually look forward to this enforced retirement, others wish to continue their careers and teach beyond this age. Despite their desires, the University of Notre Dame forces these professors to retire anyway.

Dr. James P. Danehy, formerly a chemistry professor here at Notre Dame, challenged this policy in court in 1976. He pointed to the "Faculty Handbook of the University of Notre Dame" as supporting his argument.

"Teneure," according to the handbook, "is a permanent appointment." The definition of tenure implies that a person has the right to hold an office or position.

The faculty handbook also states that "a member of the faculty ordinarily retires and becomes emeritus on the first day of July following the faculty member's 65th birthday." This two passages in the handbook are completely contradictary. Danehy also pointed out that it's not a birthday, there is nothing permanent about it.

Professor Danehy also pointed to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act has moved the retirement age to 70. The President felt that discrimination against older workers was wrong. It was discrimination against women, racial groups or religious groups. Danehy is upset because "Notre Dame's policy will be changed by federal law rather than recognition of just." Professor Emeritus Rufus Rauch describes a faculty member's decision to retire as a "one-way street.

**WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan said yesterday he won't sign the compromise budget resolution worked out between the House and Senate to return the government to solvency.

Reagan, talking to reporters outside the White House, suggested Congress continue over the Thanksgiving holiday the spending Congress budget plan

---

Campus escort service on trial this week

**By Margaret Forsyth**

The Campus Escort System has been placed on a trial basis this week in order to evaluate a lack of service in the program, according to Brian Conway, Student Security Commissioner.

The evaluation will determine whether student response is great enough to warrant continued existence of the program. If not, the service will be discontinued.

The escort system was initiated two weeks after fall break in response to what seemed to be a genuine interest in such a service. Utilization, however, has been minimal, with few women students taking advantage of the service. In addition, the program has been plagued by organizational problems and a lack of male escort volunteers.

Conway said there has been an es­

---
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"The program is for the benefit of the student body as a whole." - Conway

Conway attributes much of the lack of interest to the fact that there have been no reported attacks after dark for this year. This may have lulled students into a false sense of security. He warns, "Last year there were no attacks reported until about this time of year. Because of the warm winter, more people have been out at night." Conway went on
McVeigh has been barred from Long Kesh the following April. It was becoming boring, like working in a tory, "

Starr, after our conversations threw it (Stockman) even a word about "This is all off the record of "You aren't going to quote me, right?" journal responded. The 18 Atlantic interviews were conducted over a three-month period, with the purpose of allowing for man to refuse any state­ments, and the OMB directive was intended to protect the magazine's photog­rapher. Stockman said his talks on the subject were written by the hospital's Rules Committee, which reviews human experiments at the hospital's Human Studies, which reviews human experiments at the nation's major medical research centers, issued new guidelines on human studies. It also carries the inscription "Thanks to my Three Brothers," the other Beatles — John Lennon, George Harrison and Paul McCartney.  

Almost 300,000 Spaniards, offering the Fascist salute, chanting the songs of the last Dictator and marching to mark the sixth anniversary of the death of dictator Gen. Francisco Franco. It's doubtful that anybody think I'm Nancy Reagan. But Americans still want to hear his job. The latest Associated Press — NBC news poll shows that the majority of citizens who are familiar with the Reagan stock meets stock. This summer, the OMB director should remain and that his com­ments have not changed their minds about the chances of success for Reagan's economic program. Besides, Stockman knows the budget better than anyone else. For Stockman's 55th birthday, Administration officials gave him a cake with 55 candles on it and expressed a national affirmation, necessary because Spain is in danger of destruction" — AP  

Ringo Starr, back in Britain with his new wife after two years in America, said a Beatle reunion was unlikely. As a former music editor, he is editor of the Sunday Mirror, the drummer, singer and former Beatles said it wasn't for fear of assassination that brought him home: "I was afraid to go anymore," he said to John Lennon in New York. "T'd been making an album every November and releasing it the following April. High in the mid to upper 30s. Rain ending tonight. Low in the mid to upper 30s. Monday is colder and weather tomorrow. High in the upper 30s to low 40s. — AP  

Cloudy and not as cold today with a 60 per­cent chance of light snow at the morning changing to rain in the afternoon. High in the mid to upper 30s. Rain ending tonight. Low in the mid to upper 30s. Monday is colder and weather tomorrow. High in the upper 30s to low 40s. — AP  

Clia Director William J. CASEY, one of a hand­ful of men with broad access to the government's secret data on international economic developments, has reversed the practice of his predecessor who kept control of his personal stock holdings. Casey and his wide own stock worth at least $1.8 million, and per­haps more than $5.6 million, in 27 corporations with major foreign operations invested with oil, gold, strategic minerals and operate in nations of deep interest to U.S. intelligence. Unlike Casey, others with access to closely held economic secrets — including President Reagan, Vice President George Bush, Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Wein­berg, and Treasury Secretary Donald T. Reagan — placed their holdings in blind trusts. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberg dressed his stock in com­panies which do not do business with the United States, but did not put the shares in a blind trust. Casey, whose past business dealings are under investiga­tion by the House Select Committee on Intelligence, maintains ultimate control over his stocks although an investment advisor handles day-to-day management of the portfolio, according to CIA general counsel David P. Shugrue.  

Massachusetts General Hospital, one of the nation’s major medical research centers, issued new guidelines yesterday ordering doctors to avoid experiments on children unless the risks are "decisively outweighed" by the potential benefits. In all human experiments, the regulations say, "concern for the individual takes precedence over the good of science and society."

"The new code is the first revision of the hospital's ethical guidelines in 11 years. The rules were written by the hospital's Subcommittee on Human Studies, which reviews human experiments at the institution. Dr. Edgar Tall, the panel's secretary, said Massachusetts General Hospital was the largest and oldest non­profit­dependent hospital in the United States, and half (of this money is spent on medical research and a part of people who are capable of helping others and not making life more difficult for them or poten­tially risky, and perhaps that's why we have to be so con­servative," Tall said in an interview. — AP  

Fr. Joseph McVeigh, a Catholic priest from Ed­derton, County Fermanagh, who will speak at tomorrow’s Amnesty Auditorium at 8 p.m. tonight. His topic will be "Northern Ireland: Past, Present, and Future." The lecture, which is sponsored by Notre Dame Center for Peace and Social Ministry, is open to the public. McVeigh, who is on study leave in the United States, was a Catholic church officer at Long Kesh from 1973 to 1975. During the con­traversial parliamentary campaign of the IRA hunger striker Bobby Sands, McVeigh urged Irish Catholics in Fermanagh and Tyrone to vote for candidates who would "make a clear and direct link between the government and the rule with justice or get out." Since last April, Fr. McVeigh has been at the Catholic Workers’ Center from Long Irish Peace and World Peace Federation and the State­ments and government officials in Northern Ireland. — AP
Allen investigation continues

WASHINGTON (AP) - Justice Department officials, shamed by national security adviser Richard V. Allen's receipt of $1,000 from two Japanese journalists, but that possibility is still being investigated, said yesterday, "Until and unless there's some adverse information that comes to light, I think the situation will remain as it is." Ms. Kamisaka has been quoted by two major Tokyo newspapers as saying she reminded Allen several times that she needed a receipt for the $1,000 she gave him for helping arrange the interview. Allen repeatedly promised to mail her a receipt but it never arrived, said Miss Kamisaka.
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continued from page 1

in satisfying some of the retiree's needs. In 1979 and 1980, the Faculty Senate looked into the problem and presented a report to the University. Consequently medical benefits and other needs were given to the Senate who needed them. It is an "optimistic" about the financial futures of retired professors. At present the Senate is also considering the issue of mandatory retirement. Many students have expressed their concern for the professors who have been affected by Notre Dame's policy or lack of it.

The Observer (ISSN 538 020) is published Monday through Friday and on home football Saturdays during the academic year. The Observer is authorized by the students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $25 per year in cooperation with the Student Senate and the Notre Dame Student Newsletter. The Observer is a member of The Associated Press on an equal basis. The Observer is a registered spacecraft at Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.

SALE RUNS THROUGH NOVEMBER 21.

FALL SPECIAL

ON ALL PERMANENTS-ON ALL
DIMENSIONAL HIGHLIGHTING & FROST

REDKEN
FREE HAWAIIAN VACATION

Come in for details regarding Redken Sweepstakes today.

HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00-5:30
Fri. 9:00-6:00 Sat. 9:00-5:00
Loc. 158-269-6409

For more information or appointment for interview call:

317-260-6109 or 1-800-382-9404 extension 6197

If you desire financial assistance, scholarship, or guaranteed job opportunities upon graduation; then you should enter... 

*8 December

As an important date on your calendar?
That is the day we are providing information and services in all areas of:

AVIATION ENGINEERING PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

at Notre Dame University. Salaries start from $20,000 to $45,000 in four years.

Openings are also available in:

Materials Management Doctors
Business Administration Nurses
Nuclear Engineering Lawyers

For more information or appointment for interview call:

Department of the Navy
50 S. Pennsylvania St.
Office, 640 (OP0)
Indianapolis, IN 46204
N.D. students enjoy semester at sea

By David Gaffney
News Staff

A year ago Chris Patricoski, a senior biology student, was on a schooner just off the Virgin Islands participating in an accredited education program called Sea Semester, and last fall Patricoski gave a slide presentation and discussed the program which took him to sea for 54 days.

Sea Semester is run by a private educational institution affiliated with several major colleges including M.I.T., Cornell, and Boston College. The program includes a six-week shore component at Woods Hole, Massachusetts and a six-week voyage aboard the research vessel Westwind.

Patricoski was at Woods Hole for a month in the Fall of last year. He and twenty participants spent the six weeks there taking classes on subjects relating to the literature and science of the sea. Although the sea-portions of the program begin in various ports around the East coast and Caribbean, Patricoski's left from Woods Hole. From there, the ship headed north, made a loop around the Eastern Atlantic and then headed south for the warmer waters of the Caribbean.

Aboard ship, the participants have a rigorous schedule of classes and crew meetings. Participants, referred to as "watchers" werespread throughout the entire watch—four hour day and included kitchen, ship maintenance and scientific chores. The Westwind, according to Patricoski, "is one of the most active research vessels in the world." Much of his watch time was spent taking readings on various instruments and recording them for the government and research organizations.

When the ship was near an island, participants were usually allowed to go ashore providing that they were willing to take their watches. Patricoski said that he went ashore a few times on some of the Caribbean islands, was able to go snorkeling along the Tobago coral reef.

Patricoski was the first Notre Dame student to participate in the program, but he commented that scheduling and transfer of credits was not difficult.

Next semester two Notre Dame juniors, Jeanne Grasso and Barbara Jacobs will be participating in Sea Semester. Grasso commented that the cost of the program is comparable to a semester at Notre Dame. Transportation costs, however, to the port of rendezvous made it slightly more expensive.

Notre Dame is not directly affiliated with the Sea Education Association which conducts the Sea Semester. Daniel Wincisc, assistant dean of the college of science, commented that there have been no problems fitting it into the academic program of the students who have decided to go. Dean Wincisc commented that it is "a super program, from everything I've heard it is a well worthwhile experience that one can't get in the classrooms." He also commented "I wish I had the opportunity to do it myself."

There are eight sea semesters a year, however, space is limited so acceptance into them is selective. Applicants are chosen, according to Patricoski, by grades and extra-curricular activities involved with water. One need not be a science student to apply.

continued from page 1

first veto of his presidency. Edwin Meese III, one of Reagan's top advisers, said the conference agreement "did not produce the kind of savings in domestic programs that we would have liked, and also they have not yet resolved the problem of (foreign military aid)."

Quothing CBS on "Face the Nation," Meese said the conference report achieved "a very low level of savings" and he indicated the White House was advising House and Senate leaders to try to change the bills when it reaches the floor.

White House Chief of staff James A. Baker III, Stockman and Max L. Fiedersdorf, the president's chief congressional lobbyist, met with House and Senate GOP leaders before the chambers went into ses­sion yesterday.

The administration officials returned to the White House to dis­suc the situation with Reagan. Later, Senate aides said the pres­ident called Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn, asking that Congress adopt a simple 15-day extension of an interim spending plan thatapsed Nov. 20. But during House debate, Rep Sil­vio O. Conte, R-Mass., urged the president to accept the compromise measure.

"This continuing resolution is not the place for a fight to the death," Conte said. A veto would send Congress back to the drafting table — and plunge the entire federal government into a continued from page 1

new work week without funds to operate. "There are a lot of numbers floating around up there and we have to sort them out," Fiedersdorf said after House and Senate negotiators reached their post-midnight agree­ment yesterday.

Senate Leader Baker and House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, D­Mass., called the two chambers into after­noon sessions to consider the bill. The floor action capped a frantic few days of congressional activity to replace existing legislation that expired at midnight Friday.

The measure is necessary because, except for congressional operations, none of the regular appropriation bills has been signed into law.

...Escort

The Thanksgiving Pittsburgh Club Bus has a limited number of seats available.

The buses will leave Monday, November 23 at 7:30 pm sponsored by ND - SMC COMMUNICATION & THEATRE
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Pittsburgh bus available

The Thanksgiving Pittsburgh Club Bus has a limited number of seats available.

The buses will leave at 1 p.m. from the CCE and leave Pittsburgh Nov. 29 at 1 p.m. from the Greyhound terminal downtown. A round trip in $49, one way fare is $29. Call Brian at 1581 to make reservations.
Hospice of St. Joseph County has been chosen as Saint Mary’s College charity for this year. Hospice was chosen through the results of a school survey given by Saint Mary’s student government. Twenty-one hundred surveys were distributed to the student body listing six possible charities. Over 50 percent of the surveys were returned and the majority vote was determined to be Hospice.

Hospice of St. Joseph County is located in the Angela Building across from the St. Joseph Hospital. It is a special program of health care for the terminal patient. Hospices don’t focus on death, but on the period of life that is left — making it more meaningful for the patient.

The interdisciplinary hospice team includes a registered nurse as patient care coordinator, a volunteer coordinator, the medical director, a social worker, a spiritual counselor, an office manager, and volunteer nurses. Together they provide services for both family and patient. Hospice views its role as being four-fold, to provide medical care for the patient, to provide relief for the family for up to a year, to provide volunteer nurses. Together they form the team, including a registered nurse as patient care coordinator, a social worker, and a spiritual counselor.

Saint Mary’s College chose Hospice for this year’s charity. With the help of the Saint Mary’s student government, the program of health care for the terminal patient was evaluated by all the students.

The sessions teach the volunteers about patient care and family need. An internship to Hospice is available through Saint Mary’s sociology department.

Hospice was started through funding by the Junior League of South Bend. The program receives no state funding. They do, in special cases, receive third party benefits, but most of their funds are from personal donations. Saint Mary’s student government will start their money raising campaign at the end of January. All donations will go towards helping terminal patients and their families.

In St. Joe county

SMC chooses ‘Hospice’ for charity

By KANDY POWELL
News Staff

Hospice of St. Joseph County was turned over to the Catholic Charities, and over the years, has been a source of comfort for those in need. The hospice is run by a group of volunteers who provide service to those in need of medical care and care for the family of the patient.

The event was called to raise awareness about the hospice and to encourage others to participate in the annual meeting of the International Council of Fine Arts Deans in Los Angeles.

Protests mar German visit by Brezhnev

BONN, West Germany (AP) — Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev arrived here yesterday for his first visit to the West in two years. Chan- cellor Helmut Schmidt was at the airport to welcome the Soviet leader and top level Kremlin officials and joined the motorcade that bypassed the site of anti-Soviet and peace protests.

Brezhnev and his party, which included Soviet Foreign Ministers Andrei A. Gromyko, arrived just after 7 a.m. at Bonn-Cologne airport, ringed by hundreds of armed guards. The alienating Soviet leader, who will turn 75 next month, moved carefully with short steps as he descended the Aeroliner jetliner’s steps to meet Schmidt and West German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher. At one point he almost lost balance and was grabbed by a Soviet military of honor.

Hours before the Kremlin chief arrived, 50,000 people took part in the anti-Brezhnev demonstrations in the West German capital to protest Moscow’s military and human rights policies and demand nuclear disarmament. Brezhnev’s talks with Schmidt and other officials have taken on new im- portance because of the growing West European peace movement and next week’s U.S. talks on reducing nuclear missiles in Europe.

The government mobilized 5,000 police to protect the Kremlin leader, and ordered about 20 groups of Af- ghans and other refugees to stay home.

A government spokesman said ton- night that Brezhnev had applied for political asylum, but others were free to demonstrate. Earlier, officials rejected the Soviet Embassy’s re- quest to ban all protests during Brezhnev’s four-day visit.

Police fear clash in Northern Ireland

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Police arrested three Protestant politicians driving a van full of explosives yesterday, a day before planned demonstrations and a 12-hour general strike by Protestants demanding Britain crack down on the IRA.

A police spokesman said the van was stopped at a checkpoint near Newtowans, a staunchly Protes- tant town 10 miles east of Belfast. The Rev. Ian Paisley, who has organized today’s “Day of Action” protest plans to parade men of his Third Force, Third Force in the town tonight.

More than 600 members of the Third Force, some of them armed, marched through two villages in Londonderry, northwest of Belfast, Saturday night. It was the first time since Paisley founded the group two weeks ago that its members had publicly brandished weapons.

The events heightened police concern that violence will erupt during today’s protests. The demonstrations were called to protest Britain’s failure to prevent the assassinations of 10 Protestants this month — including a Protestant member of the British Parliament representing Northern Ireland — by the almost exclusively Roman Cath­olic Irish Republican Army.

Bergan returns here

Dr. Thomas P. Bergan, Dean of Continuing Education and a mem- ber of the National Council on the Arts, has returned to Notre Dame af- ter participating in the annual meeting of the International Council of Fine Arts Deans in Los Angeles.

The spire of Sacred Heart Church and the Golden Dome, two of the most recognizable edifices, stand patiently awaiting the com- ing of winter and the promise of snow. (photo by Linda Shanahan)
Juggler tradition

The most recent issue of the Juggler, Notre Dame's student literary magazine, came out last Thursday. The Juggler, a literary magazine! That must be for English majors or those few who are really into poetry. Unfortunately, many people feel this way about a very fine publication.

By Bill Cracklauer

Published under the auspices of student Activities and moderation fr. Matthew Leventhal, the newest issue of the Juggler is a very polished, professional look. The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece. The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece.

Like the imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece.

There are at least two major strengths of the new issue of the Juggler. First is the abundance of material, much of which seems to be of excellent quality and the success of last year's Juggler, including a number of stories and articles of studio art. The magazine is a national competition of college literary magazines, this year's entries. The editors are Michael Mulligan, Eileen O'Meara, Richard Schaus, John Macor, Anthony Walton, Doug Kreitzberg, Larry Siems, and Brian La Seur.

One drawback to last year's issue was a lack of quality. The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece. The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece.

The second issue of the Juggler is a very polished, professional look. The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece.

But much of what won an audience in order to young people. Michael Ryan, Notre Dame's most recent Rhodes Scholar.

Anthony Walton, felt a few changes being overwhelmed.

The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece.

John Macor's tranquil, scenic photographs seem even more so when contrasted with Richard Stevens' distorting photographs. Stevens' distorting photographs. Stevens' distorting photographs. Stevens' distorting photographs.

Two words: The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece.

John Macor's tranquil, scenic photographs seem even more so when contrasted with Richard Stevens' distorting photographs.

The imagery of Return from the Dream concretizes from the cell's loneliness when love is lost. Summertime is a highly imagistic, somewhat wordy piece.

Keep in mind that much of this material, much of which seems to be of excellent quality and the success.

By Andy Rooney

President Reagan ought to remind himself every night before he and Nancy go to bed that we never promised him it was going to be easy. We never said, when we voted for him, that we would not criticize him. I don't think that any president has ever been maligned who didn't eventually ask the press to step out into the alley. I can see that coming now with President Reagan. We're beginning to think he may be less than perfect. He's beginning to say that some of the people in his administration are talking too much. I personally hope that the president keeps doing the best he can. Reporters say on the tail, hounding him about every possible mistake he can be making. Finally, I hope the people in his administration continue to leak tidbits of information to the press. Most of all, I hope he does a good job and retains the trust the people of this country put in him when they elected him.

President Reagan ought to remind himself every night before he and Nancy go to bed that we never promised him it was going to be easy. We never said, when we voted for him, that we would not criticize him. I don't think that any president has ever been maligned who didn't eventually ask the press to step out into the alley. I can see that coming now with President Reagan.

I don't think that any president has ever been maligned who didn't eventually ask the press to step out into the alley. I can see that coming now with President Reagan.

I don't think that any president has ever been maligned who didn't eventually ask the press to step out into the alley. I can see that coming now with President Reagan.
Nine Notre Dame wrestlers placed in top four in the Fighting Irish wrestling team took third in the Michigan Autumn Tournament on Saturday. Phil Batce once again was the individual placeholder as he was to place at 165 lbs. Mark Fisher, wrestling as an untrusted entry in an open division placed second at 126 lbs. Joe Agostino (142 lbs.), John Bag, nosed ('35 lb.), and Joe Anderson (197 lbs.) all finished in third place. Shawn Moloney (190 lbs.), Brian Erardo (156 lbs.), Jim Calagni (150 lbs.), and Curt Rood (142 lbs.) each claimed fourth. Triton was the team title, while Taylor edged Notre Dame for second by the margin of one match. - The Observer

Gregory Kelsey has been traded from the Detroit Pistons to the Seattle Supersonics for guard Vinnie Johnson. Kelsey, a forward, played for the Michigan State team before they won the 1979 NCAA basketball championship. - AP

The ND-SCM ski team wants everyone interested in having a spot on the team this year, to pick up their turnstiles from Mr. Hemenway ('100 lb.), or Mark Murphy ('114 kg) before Thanksgiving break to sell for the fundraising. Turnstiles are now available from Barry Tharp (1104 Flanner x1570) - The Observer

Yugoslavia whipped Luxembourg, 9-0, Saturday to take their World Cup soccer final schedule to be played in Spain next year. - AP

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. However, classifieds must be received by 3 p.m. the day prior to insertion. All classifieds must be prepaid in person or through the mail.
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Big boat sailors with racing experience on medium to large size boats are needed by the Notre Dame sailing team. Call Phil Reynolds at 235-5411 for more details. - The Observer
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Purdue names Burtnett head football coach

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) — Leon Burtnett, 38, defensive coordinator at Purdue University for the past five years, was named head football coach yesterday, replacing Joe Vooivodich.

Young, who announced his retirement as coach last week, will be the third choice for Mitchell, turning the ball to the assistant coaches.

"I feel I'm very strong in this area (recruiting)," said Phelps. "It's still an exciting thing for me to go into the Home of the two."

Leon Burtnett, who was named Purdue University's 13th football coach at a Sunday news conference.

Gridders

CILA

Christmas Cards 5 for $1.00

On Sale, Next Week Only

Library 6:00-9:00

Dining Halls 5:00-6:30

La Fortune 12:15-1:15

Christmas is Here!

Enjoy a Hertz for Thanksgiving.

ONLY $70

5 DAYS

UNLIMITED MILES

+ 10% TO THE ENTIRE ORDER

For Reservations, Call:

219/234-3712

Just $79 will put you on the road for five full days with unlimited mileage in a compact car with a manual transmission. Call your local Hertz office or any of the toll free numbers to make your reservation and get your free 10% discount.

* Check with your Hertz location for special rates.

Gridders

"It was a great call," Paterno said. "It's just one of those things."

"But I don't think we're going to do it," he added later. "We've got a lot of things to think about."
Ferguson running his way back

By SKIP DESJARDIN
Associate Sports Editor

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. — It's been a frustrating year for Vagas Ferguson. Just a year ago, he was a mainstay in the New England Patriots' starting lineup. But Cunningham was sitting the season out in a contract dispute. Andy Johnson was out for the year with an injury. Chuck Foreman was but a shadow of what he'd been during his glory years at Minnesota. "Vagas was the guy we went to when we needed three or four yards," says one club official. "He was what football fans in New England call a threat-and-buster pay. 'When we had to use the yards, Ferguson would get them.'"

As the 1981-82 season opened, however, Ferguson was on the bench. An ankle injury suffered in one of the Patriots' preseason games was the culprit. At first, the new culprit is Tony Foreman, a rookie out of East Carolina. He took over the job as the Patriots starting running back when Ferguson was hurt, and wouldn't let go. His 751 yards rushing leads the team and he's one of the few bright spots in a frustrating year for Vagas Ferguson.

Foreman was overshadowed by the shocking loss and the by the 2-10 record — at least for Ferguson — was the fact that he may have won his job back. "It's no consolation," he insists. "It's not like I'm back in the lineup for good. Tony just had a bad game."

Ferguson would be the culprit.

"That's putting it diplomatically."

In the Patriots' second possession, Collins fumbled on the first play from scrimmage. The next time he carried the ball, Collins fumbled again, and never returned to the lineup.

"Everybody's entitled to a bad game," says Ferguson, who came off the bench to lead New England in rushing. "I've had a few myself. Those things happen sometimes. The less said about them, the better."

Perhaps this is the frustration, but Ferguson can't help talking about it.

"I'm trying," he says. "I go out there every day and I do my best. At the parently, it isn't enough."

Patriot officials insist that the ankle injury has prevented Ferguson's return, but he doesn't buy that excuse.

"I've been feeling good for two months," he says.

"Sure, it's rough not playing, but what can you do? Tony's having a season. That's just the way it goes. I can't do much more about it. I just work hard, and take things one step at a time."

While there was little for Norte Dame fans to cheer about last weekend, there was cause to take heart. At least for Ferguson.

Vagas Ferguson is on the way back.

Joe Ferguson hit Roland Hooks with a desperation pass to the endzone, and Buffalo knocked New England 20-17. The Bills went 73 yards on two plays to pull out the victory.

Ferguson running his way back when Ferguson was.

The new culprit is Tony Foreman, a rookie out of East Carolina. He took over the job as the Patriots starting running back when Ferguson was hurt, and wouldn't let go. His 751 yards rushing leads the team and he's one of the few bright spots in a frustrating year for Vagas Ferguson.

Foreman was overshadowed by the shocking loss and the by the 2-10 record — at least for Ferguson — was the fact that he may have won his job back. "It's no consolation," he insists. "It's not like I'm back in the lineup for good. Tony just had a bad game."

Ferguson would be the culprit.

"That's putting it diplomatically."

In the Patriots' second possession, Collins fumbled on the first play from scrimmage. The next time he carried the ball, Collins fumbled again, and never returned to the lineup.

"Everybody's entitled to a bad game," says Ferguson, who came off the bench to lead New England in rushing. "I've had a few myself. Those things happen sometimes. The less said about them, the better."

Perhaps this is the frustration, but Ferguson can't help talking about it.

"I'm trying," he says. "I go out there every day and I do my best. At the parently, it isn't enough."

Patriot officials insist that the ankle injury has prevented Ferguson's return, but he doesn't buy that excuse.

"I've been feeling good for two months," he says.

"Sure, it's rough not playing, but what can you do? Tony's having a season. That's just the way it goes. I can't do much more about it. I just work hard, and take things one step at a time."

While there was little for Norte Dame fans to cheer about last weekend, there was cause to take heart. At least for Ferguson.

Vagas Ferguson is on the way back.
Alumni pressure
Big ones give Paterno trouble

By CHRIS NEEDLES
Sports Writer

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. — It was a Penn State first down at its own 21, late in the third quarter. Lion tailback Tony Mamford took the hand-off, but was stood up for no gain by Notre Dame's Bob Grable and Tim Marshall. The ball bobbled, (or more appropriately, snowed) down on Penn State coach Joe Paterno. Here he was, trying the trash, 21-17, after charging out to a quick 17-7 advantage in the first half. His offense had been stymied on its last six possessions with only one first down, and Paterno was ultimately sticking to his ball-control game plan. Maybe the cold finally was getting to him.

But Paterno ignored the 84,175 ardent quarterbacks in Beaver Stadium on Saturday. Being an optimist, he no doubt thought they were hoisting the latest brutal gust of wind, or that everybody in the crowd was from Philadelphia and it was just a primal instinct for them to howl.

Finally, Paterno's patience paid off, thanks to the marvelous running of sophomore tailback Jonathan Williams. After two key defensive plays — a goal line stand and an interception — stopped Irish scoring drives that would have put the game away, Williams, who gained 192 yards on the day replacing the injured Curt Warner, ran for 46 yards on four carries to pace the Lions' winning 82-yard touchdown drive in the fourth quarter. Penn State went on to beat the Irish, 24-21, and Paterno had his vindication.

Joe Paterno has been well-revered in his 16 seasons at Penn State. Saturday's win places him one short of the 150 victory mark for his career. But, in all those years of prosperity and bowl bids, he has one rap against him — he can't win the big game.

The examples are numerous. The 1979 Sugar Bowl (14-7 loss to Alabama for the national championship), the 1976 Gator Bowl (20-9 loss to the Irish) last year's 9-6 loss to Pitt; and, most recently, this season's loss to Miami (Fla.) and Alabama. The alumni and other natives were getting restless. Many fans even displayed "Joe Must Go!" signs on Saturday.

But, at least for this week, those rumblings will subside. "It was a great football game," said Paterno after the game. "Notre Dame is a very fine football team. But it was good for us to come from behind in the closing minutes with the pressure on. "We've played so many good football teams lately. It was a great win for Penn State. It feels good to come back."

But, by no means is Paterno out of the woods yet. In between the first and last touchdown drives, the Lions offense was sloppy. The most telling series of downs was on Penn State's second touchdown, when it took the Lions seven plays to get the final three yards, with quarterback Todd Blackledge inching in for the score.

And it won't get much easier. Pitt, the nation's No. 1 team by default, plays host to Penn State this Saturday in Three Rivers Stadium. "I haven't even had a chance to think about Pitt," Paterno admitted. "They obviously have a great football team and it should be a great game."

However, even with a win against the Panthers, there is still the Fiesta Bowl on New Year's Day against USC. Maybe, just maybe, a three-game winning streak to finish the season finally would knock that overweight monkey off Paterno's back.

On Saturday, though, Paterno was content with beating the Irish, although Notre Dame is only a 5-5 team and played like one quite often against the Lions. "I'm especially pleased for our seniors," he said. "They've worked too hard. I didn't want them to leave this place (Beaver Stadium) with two straight losses."

Neither did Joe Paterno. One got the expression that he didn't have any more come back...
Thank you to all that helped in making the Jamboree an entertaining and enjoyable show...

Special thanks to John Mellock and Ellen Dauber who made it all run smoothly.
Irish sweep series against Buckeyes

By ED KONRADY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team broke its ACC jinx, destroyed the dreaded second period slump, and swept its series with Ohio State this past weekend with a 5-3 decision Saturday night after stopping the Buckeyes 6-4 on Friday. The enemy between the teams was quite evident, as the two references called 88 penalties over the weekend for 99 minutes of penalties.

"We didn't play very well at all, and I don't know why," offered linebacker Bob Crabbe about the defensive breakdowns that cost them the game. "They didn't show anything different - we were just lousy."

"We prepared for both Williams and Varner," explained tackle Tim Marshall. "There isn't much difference between the two. He (Williams) just took advantage of his great offensive line and burned us." Yet earlier, Notre Dame had the offense that was on fire. They climbed from a ten point deficit to go up 21-0 on touchdowns right before and right after the half. Marshall's fumble recovery set up a Kiel to Tody Hunter score in the second quarter. An interception by Crabbe off Greg Bell is stopped short by the inspired Penn State defense on fourth down and inches. (Photo by John Macar)

The Belgrade Red Star team's 81-71 victory over the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame is easily explainable. The visiting Yugoslavians used a team and Notre Dame didn't. It's as simple as that. The Red Star team used a deliberate almost mechanical offensive approach which despite being unexpected was neatly very effective. The Irish used flat court pressure to take an early 22-8 lead sparked by forward Bill Varner who scored half of Notre Dame's points during the successful stretch. But the Yugoslavians spoke a distinct language of their own building their vocabulary with "defense" as their base word. The Yugoslav's forced Notre Dame into 36 percent shooting in the second half and a meager 43 percent for the game.

"There's no doubt that they came to play tonight because they knew who we are," said Phelps. "Europeans don't shrink against the press which was effective early but not late in the game. They're fundamentally sound, they shoot well, and they're starting to build a team in much the same way Russia did before the boycott by touring the United States."

The press that was instrumental in boosting Notre Dame's lead in the first ten minutes posed no problem to the Yugoslavians. The Yugoslavians' lead in the first ten minutes posed no problem. (Photo by John Macar)

By TIM PRISTER
Sports Writer

The Belgrade Red Star team's 81-71 victory over the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame is easily explainable. The visiting Yugoslavians used a team and Notre Dame didn't. It's as simple as that. The Red Star team used a deliberate almost mechanical offensive approach which despite being unexpected was neatly very effective. The Irish used flat court pressure to take an early 22-8 lead sparked by forward Bill Varner who scored half of Notre Dame's points during the successful stretch. But the Yugoslavians spoke a distinct language of their own building their vocabulary with "defense" as their base word. The Yugoslav's forced Notre Dame into 36 percent shooting in the second half and a meager 43 percent for the game. (Photo by John Macar)